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Answer: D 

Explanation: 
http://www.cio360.net/y/h/alm/alm-1.pdf 

QUESTION: 37 
Which statement best describes HP's value proposition for implementing its security 
intelligence and risk management solutions? 

A. HP provides business and IT solutions that leverage HP's Run-time Service Model 
and converts data into actionable knowledge and event correlation. 
B. HP provides proactive security and compliance solutions for the modern enterprise 
that wants to mitigate risk in their hybrid environment and defend against advanced 
security threats. 
C. HP provides compliance solutions for the modern enterprise that wants to improve 
performance in their hybrid environment and defend against advanced threats. 
D. HP provides forensic security solutions for the modern enterprise that wants to 
mitigate risk in their hybrid environment and defend against advanced security threats. 

Answer: B 

Explanation: 
http://www.hpenterprisesecurity.com/collateral/brochure/HPEnterpriseSecurity_Broch
 
ure.pdf (page 4, About HP Enterprise Security) 


QUESTION: 38 

Which benefits are provided through the Executive Scorecard, VP of Apps Edition? 

(Select three.) 


A. ability to monitor customer usage of applications 
B. automated, real-time view on the progress and state of affairs across the application 
and delivery landscape 
C. ability to prove progress of application delivery portfolio to business stakeholders 
D. ability to deliver predictable, high-quality outcomes for applications 
E. automated, real-time view on the financial state of affairs across the business 
F. automated, real-time view on the availability and state of affairs across the 
application portfolio in production 

Answer: D, E, F 
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QUESTION: 39 
How  does  HP  Security  Intelligence  and  Risk  Management  (SIRM)  solutions  
technology help customers to integrate security intelligence and risk management 
across an enterprise? 

A. HP's SIRM technology monitors all events across the enterprise and uses powerful 
correlation and analysis to identify business and technology threats in real time. 
B. HP's SIRM technology provides an industry-proven enterprise virtual private 
network (EVPN) that provides real-time protection and proactive network security for 
real-world network traffic and data centers. 
C. HP's  SIRM technology provides virus  protection software to desktop 
environments,  which significantly reduces the risk of application-based attacks. 
D. HP's SIRM technology provides a uniquely-architected business management 
solution to meet the needs of diverse teams and uses cases around security, 
compliance, IT operations, and application development. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 40 
Which statement best describes the motivations and concerns of the VP of Apps with 
respect to security intelligence and risk management? 

A. I am under pressure to address security and quality of delivery. Solutions that 
improve ROI of automation and the quality of delivery are beneficial to my 
organization and can help me to achieve my long-term goals. 
B. I am concerned with optimizing the enterprise infrastructure.  
C. I am concerned with security and customer satisfaction. 
D. I am concerned with the consumerization of IT. Security is one of the concerns I 
have. Solutions that improve staff effectiveness and reduce cost to the organization 
will help me to achieve my long- term goals. 

Answer: D 
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